Leveraging the Crowd to Support the Conversation Design Process

Abstract
Building a chatbot with human-like conversation capabilities is essential for users to feel more natural in task completion. Many designers try to collect human conversation data and apply them into a chatbot conversation, aiming that it could work like a human conversation. To support conversation design, we propose the idea of inviting the crowd into the design process, where crowd workers contribute to improving the designed conversation. To explore this idea, we developed ProtoChat, a prototype system that supports a conversation design process by (1) allowing the crowd to actively suggest new utterances based on designers’ pre-written design and (2) visually representing crowdsourced conversation data so that designers can analyze and improve their conversation design. Results of an exploratory study indicated that the crowd is helpful in providing insights and ideas as designers explore the design space.

Introduction
When building a chatbot, designers aim to embed human-like conversation capabilities so that users feel more natural in completing their tasks with a chatbot. When designing a conversation, many designers attempt to collect from small to large scale human conversation data so that their chatbot models a desired human conversation. Existing approaches either collect conversation data from humans or formulate the conversation by analyzing existing data sources. Ex-
amples include Wizard-of-Oz [7, 4], workshops [5], Twitter conversation data [3, 8], mail threads of DBpedia [1], and existing chatbot logs [9].

To understand the challenges designers face during the conversation design process, we conducted semi-structured interviews with two professional conversation designers (at least 1 year of experience) and seven amateur designers with prior experiences in conversation design. Results show that designers find it difficult to discover possible conversations in the design process, especially when they are not familiar with the chat domain. Also, it is overwhelming to rapidly iterate the conversation design as the iterative process requires not only the design of the conversation but also prototyping and testing the working chatbot, which can be built using frameworks such as Google Dialogflow ¹, BotKit ² and Chatfuel ³. Supporting the iterative design of conversation helps designers to get a sense of how potential users might follow the current design of conversation.

Yet, there has not been much investigation on how designers iterate the conversation design, challenges within the process, and how to design a system to support the process.

To address these challenges, we suggest crowdsourcing as a solution to supporting iterations in the design process. Inviting crowd workers in the design process potentially lessens the burden of designers to quickly test and improve the design. There have been studies that incorporated crowdsourcing in real-time chat scenarios. Chorus [6] demonstrated how the crowd could come up with not only a diverse set of responses but also a diverse set of variations of descriptions on a given topic, where they expected crowdsourcing as a potential approach to explore diverse conversations in the chat domain. Extending this line of work, we aim to utilize the crowd during the conversation design process, not during the chat session. We believe that the crowd could empower the iterative design process by enabling rapidly testing intermediate designs. By testing with the crowd, designers can easily test their design in a lightweight manner compared to Wizard-of-Oz, a workshop, or a lab study.

To explore the idea of using crowdsourcing in the conversation design process, we developed ProtoChat, a prototype system for supporting designers by (1) allowing the crowd to actively suggest new utterances and turn-taking conversation based on designers' scenarios and (2) representing crowdsourced data in effective ways to assist designers analyze and improve the conversation. We decided to set the role of the crowd as the active suggester of conversation design so that designers could get enough evidence in decision making. We first designed the crowd-testing interface to test the designer's draft conversation with the crowd. Crowd workers are provided with the interface to either follow the designed conversation by responding or suggesting new messages between the conversation. Other than the crowd-testing interface, we designed a separate interface for designers where they can design the conversation flow with a set of chatbot utterances and their corresponding topics. Furthermore, after crowd-testing, designers could review and analyze the collected responses from the crowd with the designer interface to iteratively improve their design.

Through our exploratory study with four conversation designers, we found that ProtoChat enables designers to quickly design and test their ideas about a conversation with the crowd and analyze the data provided by the crowd.

¹https://dialogflow.com/
²https://botkit.ai/
³https://chatfuel.com/
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Figure 1: Conversation design process with ProtoChat. Designers can design a conversation, test with the crowd, and browse and analyze the crowdsourced conversation.

so that they could improve the design. The crowd enabled need-finding of the chat domain which is important in the early stage of conversation design. Moreover, the crowd provided evidence for decision making regarding later versions of the design. This research aims to help chatbot designers with crowd power, from collecting conversation scenarios by crowd contribution to effectively representing the crowdsourced output, which enables designers to explore potential scenarios, important in understanding the needs and use cases of real users.

This work is based on our ongoing research [2], in which we introduce the ProtoChat system and its preliminary evaluation. In this workshop paper, we briefly summarize the system and our findings so far, and discuss the use of crowdsourcing as a method for helping the conversation design process. Through our work, we expect to promote a discussion in the community of CUI (Conversational User Interface) researchers about applying crowdsourcing for data collection, decision making support, and design space exploration and confirmation in a broad set of CUI application scenarios.

ProtoChat: Crowd + Conversation Design

ProtoChat supports a conversation design process by (1) allowing crowds to actively suggesting the design based on designers’ scenarios and (2) providing designers effective representation of crowdsourced data to assist designers analyze and improve the conversation. The system consists of two interfaces: the designer interface and the crowd-testing interface.

The designer interface supports designers to design low-fidelity conversations, plan how to test the conversation design, review the crowdsourced data, and refer to the previous version design and analysis as well. Designers can design a conversation with ‘topic’ and ‘utterance’, two basic building blocks of designing a conversational flow. Topic refers to what kind of questions need to be asked in the domain (e.g. Payment) and utterance refers to how the topic is addressed within the conversation (e.g. "How would you like to pay?"). Three main features are provided in designer interface: Draft, Review (See Figure 1-1, 3), and History. In the Draft page, designers can create a conversation by defining a set of topics and utterances (See Figure 1-1). Designer could also configure parameters and launch customized tests. In the Review page, designers can browse and review the crowdsourced conversations with collective view and individual view (See Figure 1-3). Additionally, ProtoChat provides the History page, where designers can review their previous design versions and test settings.

Figure 2: Chabot’s turn on the crowd interface. The crowd could either (a) proceed conversation with the designed scenario, (b) insert a new scenario, or (c) follow new scenarios that the crowd created.
The crowd-testing interface is a separate auxiliary interface to quickly test the designed conversation. Crowds are guided to proceed the conversation with the designers’ conversation flow in the form of chatbot, with pre-instructions provided. The crowd-testing interface (See Figure 1-2) has a unique feature that enables the crowd to either proceed with responding to pre-written utterances of a chatbot or insert new conversations within the existing conversation flow (See Figure 2) to elaborate on the conversation. If the crowd chooses to insert a new conversation, it will be performed as a self-dialogue.

Evaluation

Experiment procedure

The experiment focused on exploring the role and contributions of the crowd in conversation design. To examine ProtoChat's role during the overall design process, we conducted a 3-day long experiment. We recruited 4 designers (3 female, 1 male) who work on research topics involving conversation design and have prior experience of chatbot conversation design. Participants received $45 for the whole experiment. During the experiment, we asked participants to mainly work on three tasks: 1) Design, 2) Crowd-test, and 3) Review the conversation for each day so that they work on three iterations. The overall procedure of the 3-day experiment is shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows detailed explanation of each task performed in the overall experiment.

Result

Participants chose different domains for their conversation design (P1: movie reservation, P2: ice cream order, P3: hotel reservation, P4: house fixing). We found that several interactions supporting conversation design were enabled by crowd power. With the current version of crowd-testing interface, we were able to observe two types of crowd contribution toward the design of chatbot conversation.

Need-finding of a new conversation

With crowd-testing, participants were able to observe both the desired flow of conversation by reviewing the collective view and the needs from the crowd by analyzing individual chat logs. Specifically, participants were able to do need-finding within the context of a conversation. Need-finding includes collecting responses about specific topics/questions or collecting new questions that can be asked for a more natural conversation. They agreed that the responses collected from the crowd helped them discover user needs and make internal decisions for next step designs. For example, P1 and P4 mentioned that based on the responses from open-ended questions, they were able to make UI decisions in the Export step such as deciding between button UI or free-formed question, or even the content of answer format. P2 realized that they missed out on the option between choosing a cup or cone, after seeing the new crowd-added utterance – “A cup or a cone?”, which they felt was an essential topic that needs to be dealt during an ice cream order.

Design confirmation with majority voting

When participants tried to make decisions about their design, they checked the path that the majority of crowds followed in the Sankey diagram during the Review phase and verified whether their conversation flow makes sense and is easy to follow. Based on the the majority responses of the crowd in the chatbot’s each utterance, participants were able to refine their utterances during the iterative process, not the overall sequence or the order of topics. Detailed revisions were made such as changing the tone of the bot utterances (e.g. format of the questions), but the overall sequence of topics was similar for multiple iterations.
Discussion and Future Work
In the workshop, we want to discuss ways in which crowdsourcing could be applied in CUI research and ways to make it more effective.

Further investigation toward realistic conversation design
In a real-world setting, it is hard to run iterations in early-stage chatbot design process, as it involves prototyping and testing a working chatbot with potential users. P2 mentioned that “This tool helps in collecting feedback for my own design with a large number of crowds in a lightweight manner, which enables experiencing a quick iterative process.”. We believe that the design space of supporting iterative design of conversation needs to be further investigated, especially by focusing on how to support more diverse forms of conversations. For example, our system did not support branching interactions in a conversation, which is one of the fundamental building blocks in chatbots. Also, it is important to investigate not only the iteration of the conversation design but also the whole iteration of chatbot building process that incorporates the iterative conversation design.

Supporting branching interactions with the crowd
Designers pointed out that branching out the conversation threads based on user input would be necessary to support a more realistic conversation design than the current version. For example, if a chatbot asks the user “Would you like to order snacks?” then an adaptive conversation flow can respond differently based on user input between “yes” or “no”. With increased flexibility of the role of crowd workers such as providing adaptive responses with specific intents, we envision the crowd-driven expansion of the scenario tree with moderate designer intervention. The branching support can increase the the level of complexity in conversation design that our system can handle.

Collecting alternative expressions
By observing the ability to collect diverse topics of conversation within each chat domain, we wish to improve the system to collect diverse alternatives for a specific expression. Collecting various alternatives with the same meaning is crucial because those expressions will be able to provide a more dynamic, natural conversation experience to users, by displaying utterances of the same meaning in different ways. For instance, designers can build a chatbot that gives different responses every time even if the user asks similar questions. Plus, the collected conversation can be used as training data to build a machine learning model that powers a human-like chatbot. One possible way of collecting diverse expressions would be to improve the prompting mechanism in the crowd-testing interface, where the crowd is provided with questions that ask them to paraphrase the sentence that they just provided.

All in all, we believe that exploring how crowdsourcing can be applied in CUI design can lead to constructive discussions and novel research directions. In the workshop, we plan to further discuss challenges of using the crowd in CUI design and effective ways to address them.
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